Lachenmeier Stretch Hood T1

Small but powerful...

Lachenmeier Stretch Hood

Stretch hood technology offers significant benefits when compared to other
types of pallet wrapping methods – from potential cost savings through reduced film and energy consumptions over material handling convenience to
product display opportunities and improved marketability.
Stretch hood equals 5-sided protection with reduced risk of product damage
due to soiling and weather influences as well as strains to which the products
are exposed during transport and storage.
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Power Flex T1
Saves time, space and energy
Like all Lachenmeier stretch hood machines
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Lachenmeier Stretch Hood

Proper Packaging
Lachenmeier has been on the packaging machine market since 1969 and after introducing stretch hood wrapping to the market, almost 20 years ago, Lachenmeier stretch hood
machines remain an icon of packaging pleasure – a symbol of probably the best as regards
performance, safety and reliability.
Our stretch hood machines are renowned for their unequaled harmony of dynamic performance, innovative technology, reduced energy and film consumption, along with a
smooth and highly reliable operation.
Ground-breaking design and innovative engineering represent the core of what makes
a Lachenmeier a Lachenmeier. Our engineers know that anything that doesn’t provide
more packaging power, better safety or enhance load stability simply doesn’t belong in a
Lachenmeier stretch hood machine.

www.lachenmeier.com

Power Flex T1
From its innovative industrial design to its elegant overall look to everything in between, the Power Flex T1 delivers a
packaging experience to savour. Making change easier for you.
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Energy Saving
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Space Saving

Film Saving

Space is often at a premium in today’s production, and the small
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also possible to downgauge film thickness and to reduce packaging costs. Further benefits are the significantly reduced risk of
tearing the film during application as well as a secure wrapping
of products with sharp edges.
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